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who drove me from the station and assured me in his jolting
Ford (it jolted exactly as they did in movies) that I should
find " our community hotel " as good as home, mistook me
for the heroine, He may, indeed, have been the hero ; for
his driving was noticeably amateurish. But after that the
bright illusion faded. There were no comic loafers ; no
village prudes whispered in sewing-circles. For small towns
in Michigan are not all that Hollywood supposes.
The disappointment passed. But as it died, the traveller
was left reflecting on the sad incapacity of art to render
nature. That, however, is a large general question ; and
travellers have little time for general questions. But how
far, I wondered, is one particular form of art clouding our
minds by persistently misrepresenting life in the United
States ? Graver pens than mine were already busy with the
larger grievance that films are hopelessly misleading to
thoughtful orientals ; that the white man's darling prestige
suffers beyond repair from nightly demonstrations on the
screen that State Attorneys have their lapses or that forgers
possess hearts of gold ; and that East and West can hardly
hope to meet, so long as one of the two is left under the
impression that white men are mainly occupied in bank
robberies, surreptitious courtship, and reprieves. It may
be so. It is just possible that Mr. Eugene Chen has vowed
himself to the destruction of those unyielding capitalists
in white waistcoats who give large parties in the conservatory
just to show how rich they are, and that the vamp, her sex's
dark reproach, supplies its main motive-power to Swaraj.
I doubt it, though. But what I do not doubt is that the
films have become, for good or evil (mostly, I think, for evil)
the main interpreters of the United States to an interested
outer world. We have all learnt America in picture theatres,
and it is distinctly unfortunate that we have learnt it wrong.
It is a genuine misfortune, since international under-
standings rest upon international knowledge ; and so long
as movie magicians evoke their Djinns and Afrits from
enchanted bottles in Southern California, one can hardly

